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Executive Summary

1.1 The Localism Act 2011 introduced new planning provisions enabling 
designated Neighbourhood Forums to prepare planning policies for a 
designated Neighbourhood Area, for consideration by the relevant local 
authority and by an independent examiner.

The Council has received two applications at this very early stage of 
neighbourhood planning– one to designate a Neighbourhood Area in 
Thornham St. John’s, Castleton and another to establish a Thornham St. 
John’s Neighbourhood Forum.  This report makes recommendations regarding 
the determination of both these applications, specifically within the context for 
assessing the suitability of the proposed Neighbourhood Area and Forum.

The Council will then publicise and undertake formal consultation on both the 
applications and consider any representations that might argue for different 
boundaries from those proposed or broader representation in terms of 
membership.  

Recommendations

2.1 That the Township Committee approves the following as the basis for public 
consultation:
 The proposed Thornham St. John’s area boundary, as described in the 

plan.
 The Thornham St. John’s Forum neighbourhood application.

Reason for Recommendation

3.1 To comply with the requirements of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) 
Regulations 2012 (as amended), specifically regulations 5 and 8. The 
application of a neighbourhood Area and Forum will enable the community to  
begin the preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan for their area. 
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Key Points for Consideration

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

The Localism Act 2011 introduced a new right for communities in England to 
undertake Neighbourhood Planning. The Act places duties on local planning 
authorities to support the preparation of Neighbourhood Plans.

Neighbourhood Plans are statutory planning documents which are prepared 
by a Parish Council, a community group or an organisation or body known as 
a “Neighbourhood Forum”. To be designated a neighbourhood forum, the 
organisation or body should be inclusive and must be made up of a minimum 
of 21 people who live or work in the area or are elected local authority 
councillors in the area.

In order for a community group to produce a Neighbourhood Plan, they must 
submit an application to the Council defining their boundary and details of who 
is involved within the Forum. It is for the community to define the area to be 
covered by their Neighbourhood Plan and the people who are to be involved in 
the Forum, although the Council has a role in ensuring that the Forum is 
engaging with the local community and local stakeholders.

Appendix 1 provides a summary of the stages involved in the preparation of a 
Neighbourhood Plan. 

A neighbourhood development plan may contain a range of policies or 
proposals for land use development that will be used as part of determining 
decisions on planning applications. It can also grant planning permission 
through neighbourhood development orders for a particular, defined type of 
development in an area or a specific site. 

The new process requires decisions to be made by the council at various 
stages in order to designate an area and forum for the preparation of a 
neighbourhood development plan. 

Generally, a neighbourhood area application is submitted first and designated 
by the Council before a neighbourhood forum application is considered.  This 
is to enable the Council to make a judgement on how well the membership of 
the proposed neighbourhood forum reflects the designated neighbourhood 
area.  However, it is recommended that stages 1 and 2 (See Appendix 1) are 
undertaken at the same time in order to save time and resources. 

It is not anticipated that taking this approach would compromise or impact on 
the preparation of the neighbourhood planning process or the statutory 
publication period of six weeks.

However, there is the risk that if the neighbourhood area boundary is changed 
by the Council before it is designated, then the neighbourhood forum 
membership may no longer be appropriate.  Should this be the case then only 
the forum application will need to be resubmitted and consulted on, again.  

Application for designation of a neighbourhood area

The Council is responsible for receiving and determining applications for the 
designation of a neighbourhood area (i.e. an area to which a neighbourhood 
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4.11

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

plan relates). Part 2, Section 5 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) 
Regulations 2012 states that application for designation of a neighbourhood 
area must include:

a) a map (see map in Appendix 2) which identifies the Area boundary to which 
the area application relates to;
b) a statement (Appendix 2) explaining why the Area is considered appropriate 
to be designated as a neighbourhood area; and
c) a statement (Appendix 2) that the organisation or body making the area 
application is the relevant body for the purpose of section 61G of the 1990 Act.

This initial stage seeks to ascertain whether the requisite information is 
present and appropriate within the application.  

In Officers view it is considered that both the Neighbourhood Area 
application meets the minimum legal requirements. In addition, there are 
no other existing or proposed neighbourhood areas for this site.

Application for designation of a neighbourhood forum

The Council is responsible for receiving and determining applications for the 
designation of a neighbourhood forum.  Section 61F (5) of the Act states that 
local planning authorities may designate an organisation or body as a 
neighbourhood forum if the following conditions are met:

• It is established for the express purpose of promoting or improving   the 
social, economic and environmental well-being of an area that consists of 
or includes the neighbourhood area concerned (See Appendix 3).

• Its membership is open to-
• (i). Individuals who live in the neighbourhood area concerned,
• (ii). Individuals who work there, and
• (iii). Individuals who are elected members of a county council, district 

council or London borough council any of whose area falls within the 
neighbourhood area concerned (See Appendix 3).

• Its membership includes a minimum of 21 individuals, each of whom falls 
into at least one of the categories in (i) to (iii) above (See Appendix 3).

• It has a written constitution (See Appendix 3).

In Officers view it is considered that both the Neighbourhood Forum 
application meets the minimum legal requirements. 

Next Steps

If approved for consultation, the neighbourhood area and forum application 
must then be publicised for consultation for a period of not less than six weeks 
seeking representations from the area of interest.  The council must publicise 
on the website and in any other ways considered relevant a copy of the area 
application, details of how to make representations and the date by which 
those representations must be received.  Township Members are invited to 
comment on whether any further publicity should be sought in this specific 
case.  

If, following this public consultation, it is deemed appropriate to designate the 
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4.16

4.17

4.18

4.19

4.20

Thornham St. John’s Neighbourhood Area and Forum for Thornham St. 
John’s Neighbourhood Development Plan, a further report will be produced for 
Township Committee requesting members to approve the designation of the 
Area and the Forum so that the process of preparing a neighbourhood 
development plan by the local community can commence.  

What is the council’s role in neighbourhood planning?

Neighbourhood development plans are prepared by the community but there 
are a number of things the Council has a duty to do. It must:
• consult on and make a decision on the boundary of the area to be 

designated the neighbourhood area for the purposes of the neighbourhood 
development plan;

• consult on and determine applications for designation of a neighbourhood 
forum;

• organise the check by an independent examiner into a neighbourhood 
development plan;

• organise the referendum into the plan; and
• if supported, resolve to adopt the neighbourhood development Plan and to 

bring it into force on a particular date.

The Council also has a duty to provide technical advice and support to those 
producing a Neighbourhood Development Plan.

Alternatives considered

Alternatives to producing a neighbourhood plan were discussed with the 
community group and included:
• Using other planning tools such as seeking to influence an emerging local 

plan; commenting on planning applications; get involved in pre-application 
discussions; influencing design and development briefs.

• Producing a parish plan or community plan (though these do not have any 
status as statutory planning policy).

• Developing a community project and raise funds for its delivery. 

However, none of the above alternatives were considered appropriate for the 
requirements of the group.  In addition, where a community group can meet 
the basic conditions for preparing a neighbourhood plan, the Council has a 
duty to consider and support the preparation of that plan.  

Costs and Budget Summary

5.1. There are no specific financial implications arising from the recommendations 
within this report or for the Council’s involvement in the process at this stage.  
Going forward, the costs to the Council will depend on the nature and scale of 
help and support provided and the ability of community groups to contribute 
financially to the process or obtain further funding to support the plan 
preparation.  The duty to support does not require the Council to give financial 
assistance to a designated neighbourhood forum unless it chooses to do so.  
Currently, the Government has suggested funds will be made available to 
authorities to cover the costs of the independent check and referendum but no 
details are yet available. It is not possible to provide an authoritative estimate 
of the total costs involved in preparing a plan.  However, if the Council decides 
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to provide financial assistance then a separate Cabinet report will be provided 
to seek approval for this assistance.

Risk and Policy Implications

All the issues raised and the recommendation(s) in this report involve risk 
considerations as set out below:
 Local communities will be required to show that they are able to 

accommodate requirements for growth and development in their areas in 
accordance with the Local Plan and the National Planning Policy 
Framework. If they simply seek to prevent development, current 
Guidance indicates the Plan will not succeed at an independent 
examination.

 Resourcing neighbourhood planning forums and neighbourhood planning 
areas is likely to be an issue faced by communities and authorities.  It is 
noted and would be expected that much of the work and resource is 
expected to be undertaken by the designated neighbourhood forum.

 Based on national feedback elsewhere, the preparation of neighbourhood 
development plans appears to be a lengthy and resource intensive 
process. Further reports setting out any resource or risk implications 
would need to be presented to Township for consideration.

6.1

Consultation

7.1 If the applications for Neighbourhood Area and Forum are approved, the 
Council intends to publicise and consult on the two applications between 
18th June and 30th July 2018.
During this time the application and supporting information will be published 
on the Council’s website, and paper copies of the documents will be 
available in Rochdale Library, Castleton and Middleton Library.  Stakeholders 
on the Council’s planning policy database will be notified by letter or email. 

Background Papers Place of Inspection

8.1 Written Constitution Members Lounge

For Further Information Contact: Sohida Banu
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Appendix 1 

Appendix 1 Stages of preparing a Neighbourhood Plan
Stage 1 An application for a neighbourhood area is made to the Council for 

determination.  The Council must ensure that designated 
neighbourhood areas do not overlap, as no more than one 
neighbourhood development plan may be made for a particular 
designated neighbourhood area.

Stage 2 Following the designation of a neighbourhood area, an additional 
application is made by an appropriately constituted organisation to 
be designated as the neighbourhood forum. There are specific 
criteria that a designated neighbourhood forum must have a 
minimum membership requirement of 21 people and that they are 
appropriately representative of stakeholders living or working within 
the plan area.

Stage 3 Once the neighbourhood area is designated, the neighbourhood 
forum prepares the draft neighbourhood development plan or 
order. This stage includes consultation with residents and 
businesses within the plan area, and areas that may be affected by 
the plan.

Stage 4 The Council checks conformity with the basic procedural 
requirements, such as conformity with planning policy, the Local 
Plan, the National Planning Policy Framework, and legislation, as 
appropriate.

Stage 5 If the neighbourhood development plan is considered to be in 
conformity with policy and legislation, the Council appoints an 
independent examiner to carry out an examination on the plan, 
including the possibility for a hearing of oral evidence. This check 
further ensures the plan conforms to policy, legislation and that it is 
not in breach of EU legislation.

Stage 6 Subject to the examiner’s recommendations, the Council will 
decide the appropriate course of action. If the examination finds 
that the neighbourhood development plan satisfies the 
requirements, the Council must plan, publicise and hold a 
referendum to ascertain whether there is support for the plan. If 
more than 50% of those voting in the referendum vote ‘yes’, then 
the Council will bring the plan into force.  If the plan is not fit to 
proceed to referendum, or is rejected at a referendum, the process 
must start again.
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Appendix 2

ApplicationApplication  forfor  thethe  DesignationDesignation  ofof  aa  NeighbourhoodNeighbourhood  AreaArea

Neighbourhood Planning (General) 
Regulations 2012
Application for the Designation of a 
Neighbourhood Area (Regulation 5)

This form has been prepared by Rochdale Council to help simplify the application 
process for designation of a neighbourhood area. You do not have to use the form.  
Please note that the information provided on this application form and its supporting 
documents will be made public. 
If you require any further clarification, or would like to discuss the boundaries of 
your proposed Neighbourhood Area with the Council before you submit your 
application, please contact the Strategic Planning via email at 
LDF.consultation@rochdale.gov.uk
1. Applicant Details
Contact name: Gordon Tilstone
Organisation name: Thornham St John's Neighbourhood Forum
Address: 47 Thornham Lane, Middleton M24 2RE
Email Address: greenbelt@slattocks.com
Telephone Number: 

2. Name of Proposed Neighbourhood Area
Thornham St. John’s Neighbourhood Area
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3. Neighbourhood Area Details - Thornham St. John’s Neighbourhood Area Map
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Why this area is appropriate
The Thornham St John’s Neighbourhood Forum [TSJNF] has been established to 
promote and improve the social, economic and environmental wellbeing of the TSJ 
Neighbourhood Plan (TSJNP) Area [see map attached]. 
The initiating group gained information about neighbourhood planning locally through the 
Rooley Moor Area Forum and more widely via Woodford Neighbourhood Forum in 
Stockport. Alongside this were conversations with the planning officers of Rochdale MBC. 
Information was also acquired from the Government’s website (Locality), Planning Aid 
and the Campaign for the Protection of Rural England [CPRE]. From this information 
base the proposed neighbourhood area was drawn up. 
We believe the creation of a Neighbourhood Area and Forum will further help community 
cohesion for those who live, work, pursue recreational activities and carry out business in 
the area. 
We recognise that our Neighbourhood Forum and Area needs to maintain itself as a 
thriving community through the provision of appropriately scaled employment premises 
and housing, particularly enough affordable housing. We are also keen to promote both 
public and non-motor transport.  
The NPA boundary closely follows the Thornham St Johns Parish Boundary. Minor 
amendments have been made to this to include properties to the west of Rochdale Road 
opposite Cardinal Langley High School and to exclude those on Trows Lane, beyond the 
now natural border of the M62. The area has been chosen in conjunction with a core 
group of residents and a Ward Councillor as being manageable in terms of preparation of 
a neighbourhood plan. 
Our neighbourhood area includes Chesham Estate, Slattocks village, Stakehill, 
Thornham Fold and properties between Slattocks Roundabout and Stanycliffe Lane.
The vast majority of land within the proposed NPA is Greenbelt. Much of this is used for 
farming, principally gazing for sheep and cattle. There are both beef & dairy cattle which 
include a Holstein herd, noted for its high milk yield. Chicken egg production is also a 
thriving local farm-based business. Many of the farms are owned and operated by local 
families with long associations with the area. Some parts of farmland are given over to 
game bird production and shooting. The lanes and public footpaths are regularly 
frequented by numerous walking groups, horse riders, cyclists, runners and individuals 
for recreation, general exercise and enjoyment. The Rochdale Canal runs the length of 
the Area from Trub to Stanycliffe and is well used by leisure craft, anglers, walkers, 
joggers and cyclists. It also forms a useful corridor/route for local workers’ journeys. 
People are increasingly conscious of their health and well-being and wish to exercise in 
natural places (jogging, walking, cycling, etc). Thus the Area’s green infrastructure (trees, 
hedgerows, river/canal banks, green corridors) plays a crucial role in people’s lives. 
As such we consider our local landscape and heritage assets as essential parts of wider 
area’s appeal. The mixture of rural and urban aspects make it distinct and contribute to 
the agricultural and visitor economy.
The Area contains a range of residential, business (including Stakehill Industrial Estate 
[SIE]), farmland, greenbelt and rail & major road links. 
Of particular note are a Grade II listed church, St John the Evangelist Thornham; 
Thornham Cricket Club; the Richard Bentley Smalley Memorial Hall (Charity no. 228619); 
the Rochdale Canal; and Gerrard Wood (described in GMSF draft October 2016 as a Site 
of Biological Importance [SBI]).
There are three schools within the Plan Area, namely; Cardinal Langley RC High School 
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& Sixth Form; St John’s Thornham CE (VA) Primary School; and St John Fisher RC 
Primary School. 
Businesses outside of the SIE footprint include a number of farms, hotels & a spa/fitness 
centre, residential and nursing care homes, bed & breakfast accommodation, skip hire, 
two garden centres, car sales, three public houses and a fuel station with convenience 
shop. The Area also has a number of licenced mobile kiosks for drinks/sandwich/hot food 
which are well used by local residents & workers, along with passing trade.
Stakehill Industrial Estate - the Forum fully acknowledge Rochdale Council’s aim to focus 
on economic growth as part of its Adopted Core Strategy [Oct 2016] and we recognise 
the Council’s wish to further enhance and promote employment within the Estate’s 
current footprint.
We have, therefore, excluded the SIE footprint from our NPA but reserve the right to 
comment on and/or object to specific planning applications within the SIE footprint, as 
deemed appropriate by Forum members.
We also fully support the Council’s aims in protecting the Greenbelt. We see the 
Greenbelt in our NPA as an important asset for both the local and wider community which 
should be fully protected as per local and national legislation.
The Area’s housing is a variety of social & private rented, owner occupiers and supported 
living accommodation. 
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4. More About You 

Capability of the neighbourhood forum to be a qualifying body
A variety of professionals live in the area including construction & environment 
specialists, clergy, teachers, and medical & legal specialists.
An initial consultation on the principles of a neighbourhood plan has been carried out by 
small group discussions and email. This was followed up with a leaflet delivery to all 
residential and business properties in the proposed Plan Area. The leaflet [attached] 
invited everyone to a local meeting. At this meeting explanations of the process and 
presentations where given. A Q&A session followed. The first formal meeting of the 
Forum was held on 6th January 2018. This meeting formalised the Forum name, propose 
d Plan Area and elected a Management Committee in accordance with the Constitution. 
A list of Forum officers and people who have agreed to be members to date is attached. 
They bring a range of expertise including, finance, marketing, tax, project management, 
information technology, education, medicine, accounting, logistics and sport, alongside 
business owners, walkers, equestrians, anglers and members of the clergy. The majority 
of these forum members live or work in the Area, plus a Ward Councillor and business 
representatives with their businesses dependent on the area. 
As the Plan Area bisects two Parliamentary constituency areas [Rochdale and Heywood 
& Middleton] both Members of Parliament will be invited to join the Forum.
Members have expressed a desire to: 

 Engage with residents, businesses and visitors so that their needs are taken into 
account;  

 Be open to development in the Area whilst protecting its assets for the benefit of 
both local residents and the wider community;

 Look at ways to encourage sympathetic tourism and outdoor activity in the Area;

 Continually look at ways to improve the area for the benefit of all.



Register of Members

Initial Lives in area 
Postcode

Business in area Works in area Cllr or MP

BA Y    
SB Y    
CB Y    
GB Y    
RB Y    
PB Y    
JB Y    
LB Y    
BB Y    
CB Y    
IB Y    
LB Y    
SB Y    
CB Y    
JB Y    
AB Y    
SB Y    
EC Y    
SC Y    
RC Y    
NC Y    
WC Y    
MC Y    
LC Y    
SC Y    
MC Y    
HC Y    
DD Y    
MD Y    
DD Y    
HD Y    
ED Y    
FD Y    
AD Y Y   
VD Y Y   
RD Y    
ME Y    
AE Y    
PE Y  y  
SF Y    
SF Y    



DF Y    
HG Y    
SG Y    
JG Y y   
GG Y    
JH Y    
WH Y    
BH Y    
PH Y    
BH Y    
HJ Y    
JK Y    
JK Y    
RL Y    
SL Y    
PM Y    
RM Y    
VM Y    
SM Y    
JM Y    
KM Y    
JM Y    
MM Y    
KM Y    
FN Y    
KN Y    
PN Y    
GO Y    
TO Y    
SO Y    
KO Y    
LO Y    
MP Y    
EP Y    
RP Y    
JP Y    
AP Y    
DP Y  Y  
JP Y    
MP Y    
AP Y    
SQ Y Y   
RQ Y    
HR Y    
PS Y Y   
KS Y Y   



AS Y    
JS Y    
BS Y   Y
ZS Y    
JS Y    
GS Y    
SS Y    
LS Y    
AS Y    
DS Y    
NS Y    
SS Y  Y  
PS Y    
GT Y    
JT Y    
ST Y    
AW Y    
KW Y    
MW Y    
GW Y  Y  
JW Y    
RW Y    
AW Y    
MW Y    
PW Y Y   
JW Y    
DW Y    
JY Y    

5. Declaration:
I hereby apply for the designation of a neighbourhood area as described in this form and 
shown on the accompanying plan.
Signed: Gordon Tilstone
Dated: 03/05/2018
In accordance with Regulation 6 (Publicising an area application), Rochdale Council will 
publicise, and invite comments on the application for a 6 week period. 
Please submit this form, and attached documentation, by email at 
LDF.consultation@rochdale.gov.uk 
Alternatively, please post the form and supporting documents to:
Strategic Planning Service
Number 1 Riverside
Smith Street, 
Rochdale, 
OL16 1XU

mailto:LDF.consultation@rochdale.gov.uk


Appendix 3

ApplicationApplication  forfor  thethe  DesignationDesignation  ofof  aa  NeighbourhoodNeighbourhood  ForumForum
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 
2012

Application for the Designation of a 
Neighbourhood Forum (Regulation 8)

This form has been prepared by Rochdale Council to help simplify the application 
process for designation of a neighbourhood forum. You do not have to use the form.  
Please note that the information provided on this application form and its supporting 
documents will be made public. If you require any further clarification, or would 
like to discuss the proposed Neighbourhood Forum with the Council before you 
submit your application, please contact the Strategic Planning Service via email 
at LDF.consultation@rochdale.gov.uk

The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 Regulations 8, 9 and 10 
requires details of at least one member of the proposed neighbourhood forum to be 
made public.

1. Applicant Details

Contact name: Gordon Tilstone
Organisation name: Thornham St John's Neighbourhood Forum
Address: 47 Thornham Lane, Middleton M24 2RE
Email Address: greenbelt@slattocks.com
Telephone Number: 

2. Name of Proposed Neighbourhood Forum

Thornham St. John’s Neighbourhood Forum

3. Name of Proposed Neighbourhood Area – Please give the name of the relevant 
neighbourhood area and attach a map identifying the extent of the area.

Thornham St. John’s Neighbourhood Area

4. Written Constitution (please attach)

☒ Constitution attached (included as Background Document – Available in 
Members Lounge)



5. Statement

This section provides the opportunity to set out the purpose, aims and ambitions of the 
neighbourhood forum and to demonstrate how its membership is representative of the 
local community.

In order for the Council to designate a neighbourhood forum to act on behalf of a 
neighbourhood area, it needs to be satisfied that the following conditions contained in 
Section 61F (5) of Schedule 9 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as 
amended by the Localism Act) are met:

a) it is established for the express purpose of promoting or improving the social, 
economic and environmental well-being of the neighbourhood area concerned 
(whether or not it is also established for the express purpose of promoting the 
carrying on of trades, professions or other businesses in such an area)

b) membership is open to and includes a minimum of 21 individuals each of 
whom:

- live in the neighbourhood area;
- work in the neighbourhood area;
- carry out business in the neighbourhood area (for example, represent 

the area as a local councillor or as a Member of Parliament).
c) it has a written constitution (as detailed in Section 2)

Please set out the purpose, aims and ambitions of the proposed neighbourhood 
forum here: 

The Thornham St John’s Neighbourhood Forum [TSJNF] has been established to 
promote and improve the social, economic and environmental wellbeing of the TSJ 
Neighbourhood Plan (TSJNP) Area [see map attached]. This will be achieved by 
agreeing a vision for the TSJNP Area, preparing development policies (that conform 
with local and national planning policies) to achieve this vision and by preparing a 
Neighbourhood Plan for the Area (NPA) which embodies these policies and any other 
appropriate purpose agreed by the Forum. 

Our values are to conduct Forum affairs ethically and observe the 'Nolan Principles', 
the seven principles of public life, namely Selflessness, Integrity, Objectivity, 
Accountability, Openness, Honesty and Leadership; and to pursue equality of 
opportunity in terms of its membership, its conduct and its proposed Plan. 

Membership is open to all individuals who live, work, pursue recreational activities and 
carry out business in the area, ward councillors and individuals who are elected 
members. Prior to this a number of local residents had formed the SOS-Save Our 
Slattocks greenbelt group with a formal constitution, officers and a bank account.

The initiating group gained information about neighbourhood planning locally through 
the Rooley Moor Area Forum and more widely via Woodford Neighbourhood Forum in 
Stockport. Alongside this were conversations with the planning officers of Rochdale 
MBC. Information was also acquired from the Government’s website (Locality), 



Planning Aid and the Campaign for the Protection of Rural England [CPRE]. From this 
information base the proposed neighbourhood area was drawn up. 

We believe the creation of a Neighbourhood Area and Forum will further help 
community cohesion for those who live, work, pursue recreational activities and carry 
out business in the area. 

We recognise that our Neighbourhood Forum and Area needs to maintain itself as a 
thriving community through the provision of appropriately scaled employment 
premises and housing, particularly enough affordable housing. We are also keen to 
promote both public and non-motor transport.  

The NPA boundary closely follows the Thornham St Johns Parish Boundary. Minor 
amendments have been made to this to include properties to the west of Rochdale 
Road opposite Cardinal Langley High School and to exclude those on Trows Lane, 
beyond the now natural border of the M62. The area has been chosen in conjunction 
with a core group of residents and a Ward Councillor as being manageable in terms of 
preparation of a neighbourhood plan. 

Our neighbourhood area includes Chesham Estate, Slattocks village, Stakehill, 
Thornham Fold and properties between Slattocks Roundabout and Stanycliffe Lane.

The vast majority of land within the proposed NPA is Greenbelt. Much of this is used 
for farming, principally gazing for sheep and cattle. There are both beef & dairy cattle 
which include a Holstein herd, noted for its high milk yield. Chicken egg production is 
also a thriving local farm-based business. Many of the farms are owned and operated 
by local families with long associations with the area. Some parts of farmland are 
given over to game bird production and shooting. The lanes and public footpaths are 
regularly frequented by numerous walking groups, horse riders, cyclists, runners and 
individuals for recreation, general exercise and enjoyment. The Rochdale Canal runs 
the length of the Area from Trub to Stanycliffe and is well used by leisure craft, 
anglers, walkers, joggers and cyclists. It also forms a useful corridor/route for local 
workers’ journeys. 

People are increasingly conscious of their health and well-being and wish to exercise 
in natural places (jogging, walking, cycling, etc). Thus the Area’s green infrastructure 
(trees, hedgerows, river/canal banks, green corridors) plays a crucial role in people’s 
lives. 

As such we consider our local landscape and heritage assets as essential parts of 
wider area’s appeal. The mixture of rural and urban aspects make it distinct and 
contribute to the agricultural and visitor economy.

The Area contains a range of residential, business (including Stakehill Industrial 
Estate [SIE]), farmland, greenbelt and rail & major road links. 

Of particular note are a Grade II listed church, St John the Evangelist Thornham; 
Thornham Cricket Club; the Richard Bentley Smalley Memorial Hall (Charity no. 



228619); the Rochdale Canal; and Gerrard Wood (described in GMSF draft October 
2016 as a Site of Biological Importance [SBI]).

There are three schools within the Plan Area, namely; Cardinal Langley RC High 
School & Sixth Form; St John’s Thornham CE (VA) Primary School; and St John 
Fisher RC Primary School. 

Businesses outside of the SIE footprint include a number of farms, hotels & a 
spa/fitness centre, residential and nursing care homes, bed & breakfast 
accommodation, skip hire, two garden centres, car sales, three public houses and a 
fuel station with convenience shop. The Area also has a number of licenced mobile 
kiosks for drinks/sandwich/hot food which are well used by local residents & workers, 
along with passing trade.

Stakehill Industrial Estate - the Forum fully acknowledge Rochdale Council’s aim to 
focus on economic growth as part of its Adopted Core Strategy [Oct 2016] and we 
recognise the Council’s wish to further enhance and promote employment within the 
Estate’s current footprint.

We have, therefore, excluded the SIE footprint from our NPA but reserve the right to 
comment on and/or object to specific planning applications within the SIE footprint, as 
deemed appropriate by Forum members.

We also fully support the Council’s aims in protecting the Greenbelt. We see the 
Greenbelt in our NPA as an important asset for both the local and wider community 
which should be fully protected as per local and national legislation.

The Area’s housing is a variety of social & private rented, owner occupiers and 
supported living accommodation. 

A range of professionals live in the area including construction & environment 
specialists, clergy, teachers, and medical & legal specialists.

An initial consultation on the principles of a neighbourhood plan has been carried out 
by small group discussions and email. This was followed up with a leaflet delivery to 
all residential and business properties in the proposed Plan Area. The leaflet 
[attached] invited everyone to a local meeting. At this meeting explanations of the 
process and presentations where given. A Q&A session followed. The first formal 
meeting of the Forum was held on 6th January 2018. This meeting formalised the 
Forum name, proposed Plan Area and elected a Management Committee in 
accordance with the Constitution [attached] handed out. The proposed Plan Area has 
been amended (see map attached) following discussion with RMBC Planning Officers 
and Forum members.

A list of Forum officers and people who have agreed to be members to date is 
attached. They bring a range of expertise including, finance, marketing, tax, project 
management, information technology, education, medicine, accounting, logistics and 
sport, alongside business owners, walkers, equestrians, anglers and members of the 



clergy. The majority of these forum members live or work in the Area. A number of 
these are small business owners with their businesses based in or dependent on the 
area. The Forum also has a Castleton Ward Councillor as a member.

As the Plan Area bisects two Parliamentary constituency areas [Rochdale and 
Heywood & Middleton] both Members of Parliament will be invited to join the Forum.

Members have expressed a desire to: 

 Engage with residents, businesses and visitors so that their needs are taken 
into account;  

 Be open to development in the Area whilst protecting its assets for the benefit 
of both local residents and the wider community;

 Look to protect the Area’s heritage whilst encouraging sympathetic tourism and 
outdoor activity;

Continually look at ways to improve the area for the benefit of all.



6. Membership of proposed Neighbourhood Forum

A minimum of 21 members is required, each of whom must live, work or carry out 
business in the neighbourhood area, or be an elected member (whose area falls 
within the neighbourhood area).

The Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012 require a Neighbourhood Forum to 
comprise a good cross section of the Neighbourhood Area so as to be considered 
representative.

Initial Lives in area 
Postcode

Business in 
area

Works in 
area

Cllr or MP

BA Y    
SB Y    
CB Y    
GB Y    
RB Y    
PB Y    
JB Y    
LB Y    
BB Y    
CB Y    
IB Y    
LB Y    
SB Y    
CB Y    
JB Y    
AB Y    
SB Y    
EC Y    
SC Y    
RC Y    
NC Y    
WC Y    
MC Y    
LC Y    
SC Y    
MC Y    
HC Y    
DD Y    
MD Y    
DD Y    
HD Y    
ED Y    
FD Y    



AD Y Y   
VD Y Y   
RD Y    
ME Y    
AE Y    
PE Y  y  
SF Y    
SF Y    
DF Y    
HG Y    
SG Y    
JG Y y   
GG Y    
JH Y    
WH Y    
BH Y    
PH Y    
BH Y    
HJ Y    
JK Y    
JK Y    
RL Y    
SL Y    
PM Y    
RM Y    
VM Y    
SM Y    
JM Y    
KM Y    
JM Y    
MM Y    
KM Y    
FN Y    
KN Y    
PN Y    
GO Y    
TO Y    
SO Y    
KO Y    
LO Y    
MP Y    
EP Y    
RP Y    
JP Y    
AP Y    
DP Y  Y  



JP Y    
MP Y    
AP Y    
SQ Y Y   
RQ Y    
HR Y    
PS Y Y   
KS Y Y   
AS Y    
JS Y    
BS Y   Y
ZS Y    
JS Y    
GS Y    
SS Y    
LS Y    
AS Y    
DS Y    
NS Y    
SS Y  Y  
PS Y    
GT Y    
JT Y    
ST Y    
AW Y    
KW Y    
MW Y    
GW Y  Y  
JW Y    
RW Y    
AW Y    
MW Y    
PW Y Y   
JW Y    
DW Y    
JY Y    



7. Declaration:
I hereby apply for the designation of a neighbourhood area as described in this form 
and shown on the accompanying plan.

Signed: Gordon Tilstone

Dated: 03/05/2018

8. Next Steps

Following the submission of the neighbourhood forum and area application form the  
Council will:

- check the application is valid;
- publish the application for a minimum six week period to allow for 

representations; and
- consider representations and make a decision whether to designate a 

neighbourhood forum and area.

Once a neighbourhood forum is designated it can then engage and consult with the 
wider community to develop a plan for their neighbourhood.

Please submit this form, and attached documentation, by email at 
LDF.consultation@rochdale.gov.uk 

Alternatively, please post the form and supporting documents to:

Strategic Planning Service
Number 1 Riverside
Smith Street, 
Rochdale, 
OL16 1XU

mailto:LDF.consultation@rochdale.gov.uk

